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mints had different roles. As shown by comparative analyses of monetary finds of these two 
mints, issues of Viminacium were intended for broader circulation, while issues of the province 
of Dacia seem to have been minted solely for the needs of the domicile province
Relatively small presence of Provincia Dacia issues at territory of present-day Serbia, neverthe-

less shows that they had certain significance in monetary circulation in this part of Roman empire.  

Some thoughts about the spread and origin of Wooden artifacts found in 

Roman contexts in the Netherlands and elsewhere
Silke Lange

In the Netherlands, wooden artifacts of non-native origin are common finds, both in the Roman 
province south to the Rhine as well as in the North, known as the province of the Frisia. Based 
on research of the wood species and on woodmaking traditions, these artifacts are most cer-
tainly not made by local craftsmen. Similar artifacts, almost identical in wood use and appear-
ance, are also known from Roman sites elsewhere. For example, in Great Britain, France and 
Germany. The category of wooden finds contains among other things combs, music instru-

ments, Pyxides (small woodturned containers) and sometimes undefined objects. What they 
all have in common, is that they were imported and produced elsewhere in the Roman empire.
Where did these artifacts come from? And how did they manage to reach the different places 
in the Roman empire and the region of the Lower Germanic Limes? Does the import have any 
impact on native craftmenship, does the import increase the knowledge of woodtechnology in 
local societies?
Research on wood use and production techniques makes it possible to gain insight into the 
wide network of trade in the Roman empire, into different aspects of craftmenship and the dif-
ferences between native and ‘imported’ Roman traditions.

Evidence of cheesemaking in lower Pannonia and upper Moesia
Ivana Ožanić Roguljić, Angelina Raičković

Evidence of cheese making at sites in lower Pannonia and Upper Moesia are shown in the 
typical ceramic molds for cheese. We have no written evidence about cheese production in 
Pannonia and Moesia, and the cheese itself or the woven strainers are archaeologically invisi-
ble.  We can thus learn about cheese-making exclusively from ceramic fragments. The finds of 
vessels that we consider to be strainers/molds for cheese allow us to reckon with a production 
that must have satisfied at least the local demands for this product.  It is known that the Emper-
or Hadrian lived the life of a regular soldier for a while (SHA, Hadrian X, 2) and enjoyed “larido, 
caseo et posca”. This source gives us an evidence that cheese was part of soldier’s diet, and 
most the soldiers were probably able to produce the cheese by themselves.  The production of 
good-quality cheese is considered an art even today, and the case was the sa¬me with the Ro-

mans and the process itself has not undergone substantial changes. Experiments that follow 
guidelines from Collumela and other authors show similarities with the cheese making known 
from ethnology and from the way cheese is made in farms of today. 
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